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Abstract� In this paper� � we investigate the use of �rst order Takagi�Sugeno fuzzy systems
�TS�� ���� to combine a set of individual forecasts	 Such systems can be interpreted as local
linear approximation models and have been used mainly as such in this study	 The inference
produced by these models can be seen as a new kind of piecewise linear regression with softened
transitions between the pieces	 We compare TS� with traditional linear combining models and
we show the advantage of this nonlinear approach as well as the 
exibility of our system	
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Introduction

The combination of forecasts is a technique of great interest when several alternative forecasts
of a time series are available	 Many theoretical studies and empirical tests have shown the
advantage of aggregating forecasts ���	 The motivation comes from the idea that each forecasting
model is based on a speci�c information set and is thus sensitive to particular characteristics
of the series to be modelled	

The annotated bibliography found in ��� reports more than two hundred publications in
this area and shows the importance of this topic in the forecasting community	 In this study�
we will adopt the usual combining forecasts policy that consists in taking a vector of forecasts
X�t� � �X��t�� � � � �Xp�t��� at time t � denotes the transpose� and constructing a combined
forecast C�t� as a linear mixture of the individual forecasts Xi�t��
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where wi�t� are real numbers computed at time t called combination weights	 A purely linear
combination scheme will result if the combining weights are constants or do not depend on
Xi�t�	 Because we dont know the a priori type of dependence between the individual forecasts
and the true values� the purely linear case may be restrictive in general	 This motivates the
use of more general nonlinear combining schemes such as the one proposed in this study	

Several existing statistical combining methods are closely related to the problem of approx�
imating a p�dimensional mapping F � �p � � from a set of N points of F denoted by �X�t��
Y�t�� where t is a temporal index taking values in f�� � � � � N�N � �� � � � � Tg and Y �t� is the
value to forecast at t	 For example� the linear regression combining model ���� can be seen as
a �linear� approximation method	 In this paper� we use a particular class of universal approx�
imators� namely �rst order Takagi�Sugeno systems to compute the combination weights	 This
approach appears to be natural once the combination problem is thought as function approx�
imation problem	 Some universal approximators arousing a great interest are regularization
networks including as special cases multidimensional splines and radial basis functions ����� a
large class of neural networks with one layer of hidden units ���� and various types of fuzzy
systems including Takagi�Sugeno fuzzy systems ���	 Fuzzy systems are based on the concept
of associative rules and have the advantage over neural networks of allowing more readability	
This advantage may be determinant if some prior knowledge is available� or if a minimum of
transparency is required	

�This paper has been presented at AMSE�ISIS��� �International Symposium on Intelligent Systems� and
published in the related Proceedings�



� Takagi�Sugeno fuzzy systems

The kth rule of �rst order Takagi�Sugeno model �TS�� may have the following form� IF X is
Ak THEN Z � Bk�X� �k � �� � � � � r�� where X � �X� � � �Xp��� Ak is a fuzzy set of �p with
membership function mAk

and Bk�X� � bk��� � bk���X� � � � � � bk�p�Xp	 We slightly modify
the classical computation of the system output Z corresponding to input X by introducing a
supplementary real parameter �k controlling the importance of rule k in the inference process	
The �nal output Z is now computed as follows�
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where function g de�ned by g��k� � ����� exp ���k�� normalizes the intensities �k in the range
�����	 A small value for g��k� means that the corresponding rule can be deleted from the system
without altering too much the system output value	 This sensitivity parameter will be used
in the sequel to detect and remove redundant rules	 Note that formula � leads to the classical
TS� output computation formula when g is constant	

From now� we will suppose that the processed input Xj represents the forecast of model j
�at time t�	 So� the output Z given in equation � can be seen as a composite forecast� since it
can be written as in equation � with w��t� � � and
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TS� models are the only fuzzy systems allowing to achieve this decomposition	 This is due to
the special structure of TS� systems� more precisely to the linearity of the local output models	
A second advantage of TS� systems is that� due to the fact that output Z is di�erentiable versus
any of the input and output parameters� gradient based procedures can be used to automate
the adjustment phase	

The antecedents Ai of each rule partition the input space into a number of regions for which
a speci�c behaviour �local output model� is encoded in each rule consequent	 Usually� input
gaussian type membership functions are used to localize the input regions �also called clusters�	
A very important feature of such systems is that two local regions can overlap �because the
antecedent part of a rule is not either true or false� but can be partially true�	 This produces a
kind of piecewise linear regression with softened transitions between the pieces	 Other closely
related approximators can be found in statistics� such as Kernel Regression Models ����� or
in the connectionist literature� such as Mixtures of Experts ���� or Receptive Field Weighted
Regression Models ����	 When the local models are constants� TS� systems can be related
to other neural networks such as Radial Basis functions ���� or General Regression Neural
Networks ����	

We use the p�dimensional generalized gaussian�type membership functions for the coding
of the input linguistic terms�
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where �k is the center of the gaussian� G�x� � exp ��x� and kXk
Sk

is the weighted norm of X
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k Sk X where Sk is a square matrix	 Sk operates a linear transforma�
tion of the inputs vectors that achieves a scaling preprocessing operation	 Adjusting the entries
of Sk means changing the metric on the input space	 In the diagonal case� the metric induced
by Sk is orthogonal �euclidian� if Sk is the identity matrix�	 If we allow Sk to be any square
matrix� then several structures of input clusters can be captured since the resulting gaussians
can rotate around their centers and can be very elongated in some directions related to the
largest eigenvectors of Sk	



� Tuning of Takagi�Sugeno fuzzy systems

Due to space limitation� we give a brief description of the gradient�based algorithm used to
adjust the free system parameters along with the decremental method aiming at discovering
the adequate number of inference rules to use	 More details can be found in ���	

Parametric tuning is achieved by minimizing the usual global quadratic error function E �
PN

t���Y �t� � Z�t��� on the learning set	 Since E is a derivable �nonlinear� function of the
parameters to adjust� a gradient descent technique can be applied for optimization purpose	
We use the technique of Silva and Almeida ���� in which an independent learning rate is used
and adapted for every parameter	 The gradient descent procedure stops when stabilization is
observed� practically� when the absolute value of the relative variation of the error E is below
a prede�ned threshold set to � ����	

The basic idea of the decremental algorithm used for structural tuning is to start with an
oversized bank of rules and then� gradually detect and remove redundant rules from the system	
Beginning with �� rules in our simulations ensures overparametrization� since the number of
initial free parameters is greater than the number of available patterns for learning	 The �nal
structure to reach must be as small as possible in order to avoid the well�known over�tting
e�ect� but rich enough to extract important features of the learning set	 We use Schwarzs BIC
information criteria during learning to evaluate the performance of the model relatively to its
complexity	

The outline of the structural algorithm is as follows	 We split the learning set in two parts of
equal size� one set �training set� is for learning� the other �validation set� is for cross�validation	
The �nal structure is the one producing the lowest BICV �BIC computed on the validation
set�	 Cross�validation helps to prevent the system to model details of the training set because
its evaluation is made on a di�erent set	 Each time the gradient descent procedure stabilizes�
we �nd the set of rules which sensitivity parameter g�wk� are below ��r� where r is the number
of active rules	 These rules are then successively selected by increasing values of g�wk�	 If the
BICV criteria decreases when a particular rule is suppressed� then this rule is removed from the
bank� else� it is replaced in the bank and another rule is considered for pruning	 The algorithm
stops when no rule is suppressed during one pruning pass	 This decremental approach has been
compared to the incremental one of Gorrini and al	 ���� and gives interesting results on one
dimensional mapping approximation problems ���	 More tests on multidimensional mappings
are in progress	

� Experimental results

The initial values of the rules weights �k are set to � and the learning rates for wk are set to a
large value ��	�� in order to counterbalance the saturation e�ect caused by the sigmo��d function
g and to achieve a su�cient discrimination between the rules	 A K�means clustering algorithm
��� is used to locate the initial gaussians centers	 The initial matrixes Sl are set proportional
to the identity matrix and the coe�cients of the linear local outputs are �	 The initial learning
rates for input �resp	 output� parameters are set to �	��� �resp	 �	���	

The data used in this study are univariate time series	 Time series A �T���� values� ��� is
related to daily temperatures at noon on Ben Nevis	 Series B �T����� ���� reports monthly
FTA All Share price index	 Series C �T����� ��� is related to mean monthly air temperatures
at Nottingham Castle	 These time series are preprocessed for stationarity purpose	 A �rst�
order di�erencing is used for time series A� a logarithmic transformation followed by a �rst�order
di�erencing is appropriate for time series B� while a seasonal di�erencing of period �� is required
for time series C in order to remove the seasonal component	 The values Y�t� to forecast are
these computed preprocessed values	 All the forecasts used in this study for combining purposes
are one�step�ahead out�of�sample forecasts	 Each time series has been divided in two parts of
equal size� the �rst one is dedicated to the estimation of the forecasting models parameters�
while the second one is used to generate out�of�sample forecasts by applying the �tted models	
For each series� the same two forecasting models have been used	 The �rst one is the well�
known ARIMA�p�d�q� model estimated according to the Box�Jenkins methodology	 The �tted
models ARIMA�p�d�q� for series A� B� and C are respectively �������� ������� and ��������	 The



second one is a K�nearest neighbours model �KNN� frequently used to forecast chaotic maps
���	 In this case� there may be an advantage to using a combination technique since the two
forecasting models process the past information in a completely di�erent way� the ARIMA
approach assumes that a stationary linear stochastic process generates the data points in the
time series� while the KNN method is based on a nonlinear deterministic approach	

Figure � shows the ten initial input gaussians placed in the case of time series A along with
the �nal input structure obtained and tuned as explained previously	 The number of iterations
needed to obtain the �nal structures and their parameters for series A� B and C are respectively
���� ��� and ���	 The number of remaining rules are respectively �� � and �	 Note that when
only one rule remains� the output of TS� is purely linear	 In this case� the gradient descent
procedure tends to move the linear output model of the remaining rule towards the ordinary
least squares �OLS� hyperplane	 But remember that due to the cross�validation technique used
in our algorithm� the TS� hyperplane may di�er slightly from the one computed by OLS on
the whole available data set	

We have compared the aggregated forecasts generated by our combining model �TS�� with
those produced by other combining methods	 The �rst alternative combining scheme is the
popular simple average of individual forecasts �SAV� often used as benchmark in the combin�
ing forecasts literature because of its simplicity	 The others methods are variants of the classical
linear regression model �REG�� REG� is a regression model with no constant term� REG� is
a regression model with non negative parameters� REG�� is a linear regression without in�
dependent term and with coe�cients adding to one� REG��� adds to REG�� the additional
constraint that the coe�cients must be non negative	 The motivation for choosing the preceding
regression combining schemes is because no consensus actually exist in the general case con�
cerning the issues of whether the combining weights should be constrained to be non�negative�
to sum to one or should include an independent term �see ��� and the many references cited
therein�	

Table � reports the mean square error �MSE�� the normalized error �NER�� the mean ab�
solute error �MAE� and the Theils U statistic �U� of the forecasting and combining models
for the three time series considered	 All these error measures are computed on the data sets
devoted to the testing of the combining models �the last quarters of the initial time series�	
So� the error measures concern out�of�sample forecasts and out�of�sample composite forecasts	
The NER criteria is simply the root mean square error divided by the standard deviation of
the data	 A NER value inferior to � indicates that the forecasts are better than the constant
mean predictor	 Improvements over the random walk forecasts are indicated by values U � �	
A complete description of these error measures can be found in ��� and ���	

Table �� A comparison of the di�erent out�of�sample error measures of the fore�
casting and combining models for time series A� B and C	

A B C
MSE NER MAE U MSE NER MAE U MSE NER MAE U

ARIMA ���		 ���
 ���� 	��� 	��	 ��	� ���� 	�� 
��� 	��
 ��� 	��
KNN ��� ��� ���� 	��� 	�
� ���� �� 	�� ��	� 	��
 ���� 	���
SAV ���� ���	 ���� 	��� 	��� ���� ��
� 	��� ���� 	��� ��� 	�
	
REG ��	� ��	� ���� 	��� 	��� 	��� ���� 	��� 
�
� 	��� ���� 	�

REG	 ���	� ��	� ��	� 	��� 	��� ��	� ���� 	��� 
��� 	�� ���� 	��
REG� ���	� ��	� ��	� 	��� 	��� ��	� ���� 	��� 
��� 	�� ���� 	��
REG	� ��� ���	 ���� 	��� 	��� ��	
 ��
� 	��� 
��� 	��
 ���� 	��
REG	�� ���� ���	 ���� 	��� 	��� ��	� ��� 	��� 
��
 	��	 ���� 	�

TS� ����� 	��� ��	� 	��
 	��� 	��� ���� 	��� 
��� 	�� ���
 	��

For series A� each combining method gives smaller forecast errors than those of the two
individual models	 For the two other series� four of the seven combining methods give better
results than those obtained by the individual models	 In no case� the composite forecast is worse
than the two individuals	 This shows once again the advantage of the combining technique	 For
the three time series� TS� improves the results compared with the individual forecasting models�
especially on time series A �TS� yields a MSE reduction of ��	��� over the KNN model�	



Compared to the other models �individual or aggregated�� TS� realizes the best performance
on time series A� and TS� is on a par with the best regression models on time series B and C	
The reason for these interesting results can be seen on �gures �� �� and � which plot the out�
of�sample TS� combining functions �grid plots� for the three time series �the black �lled circles
represent the observed data points�	 These surfaces show the general nature of TS� systems�
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Figure �� �a� The �� initial input gaussians	
�b� The �nal input structure �series A�
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Figure �� TS� combining surface �series A�
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Figure �� TS� combining surface �series B�
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Figure �� TS� combining surface �series C�

the combining function is nonlinear for time series A� almost linear for time series B and linear
for time series C	 In some sense� this shows that the �degree of nonlinearity� of the TS� output
can be adjusted according to the information available in the learning and validation sets	 This
essential feature allows the approximation system to account for di�erent types of potentially
complex nonlinear relationships	

Conclusions

The results of this study point out the advantage of using Takagi�Sugeno models as nonlinear
combining methods compared with purely linear approaches	 Our method operates a soft
linear mixture of the forecasting models and is in this sense simpler and more readable that the
neuronal approach developed in ���	 Practically� the graphs of the combining functions have
shown the 
exibility of our combining system since the generated surfaces can be nonlinear�
almost linear� or purely linear according to the type of information available in the data sets	
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